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New Additions: 
This is a list of new learning resources that have been added to the Fiji 

National University (FNU) Library collection. 
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4 Symbols and 
abbreviations used 
on Admiralty paper 
charts: NP5011 (INT 1)

Author: UK Hydrographic Office 

Description: Gives details on symbols and ab-
breviations used on the worldwide range of AD-
MIRALTY charts, and international Chart Series 
Paper Charts. It also contains information on 
hydrography, topography and navigational aids 
and services.

Location- Maritime [5 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

PCMS

5 Admiralty list of 
radio signals : 
volume 6, part 6

Author: UK Hydrographic Office 

Description: Admiralty List of Radio Signals The 
Admiralty List of Radio Signals series provides 
comprehensive information on all aspects of 
Maritime Radio Communications. The data is 
organised into six volumes, some divided into 
several parts for ease of handling. Each of the six 
volumes is presented in a user-friendly format 
with full colour photographs and diagrams.

Location- Maritime [1 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

PCMS

6 Modern Techniques 
in Cytopathology

Editors: Marilyn M. Bui, Liron Pantanowitz

Description: The purpose of this book is to describe, 
illustrate, and review many of the most recent 
developments regarding modern techniques 
employed in cytopathology. It is intended for 
all cytologists, including cytopathologists, 
cytotechnologists, cytology lab assistants, 
trainees, research scientists, and anyone who is 
interested in the field of cytopathology.

Location- Pasifika [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

1 Pacific Islands Pilot 
Volume 2: Admiralty 
Sailing Directions
 

 

Author: UK Hydrographic Office

Description: Often referred to as Pilots, Sailing 
Directions are designed for use by the merchant 
mariner on all classes of ocean-going vessels 
with essential information on all aspects of 
navigation. Sailing Directions are complementary 
to Admiralty Standard Nautical Charts and 
provide worldwide coverage in 74 volumes. Each 
publication contains quality colour photography 
and views, as well as information on navigational 
hazards, buoyage, meteorological data, details of 
pilotage, regulations, port facilities and guides to 
major port entry.

Location- Maritime [3 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

PCMS

2 Admiralty list of 
lights and fog 
signals: western 
Pacific Ocean, South 
of the Equator

Author: UK Hydrographic Office

Description: This publication also gives the 
characteristics of lights and fog signals, together 
with the equivalent foreign language light 
descriptions. Tables can be used to calculate 
the geographical and luminous ranges of lights. 
Details for all lights listed include the international 
number, location and/or name, geographical co-
ordinates, characteristics and intensity, elevation 
in metres, range in sea miles and description of 
structure.

Location- Maritime [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

PCMS

3 Admiralty Tide 
Tables: South Pacific 
Ocean (including 
tidal stream tables)

Author: UK Hydrographic Office 

Description: Admiralty Tide Tables detail the 
times and heights of high and low waters for over 
230 standard and 6000 secondary ports in the 
UK and Ireland, Europe, the Indian Ocean, South 
China Sea and Pacific Ocean for each day of the 
year. The tables outline methods of prediction, the 
effect of meteorological conditions on tides and 
provide additional information on exceptional 
tidal factors in each area.

Location- Maritime [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

PCMS

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Symbols+and+abbreviations+used+on+Admiralty+paper+charts+%3A+NP5011+%28INT+1%29+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=18&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191876%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Admiralty+list+of+radio+signals+%3A+volume+6%2C+part+6+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=22&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191877%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128517~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=24&source=~!horizon&term=Modern+techniques+in+cytopathology+%2F&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Pacific+Islands+pilot+volume+2+%3A+Admiralty+sailing+directions+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=7&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191882%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Admiralty+list+of+of+lights+and+fog+signals+%3A+western+pacific+ocean%2C+south+of+the+equator+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=11&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191878%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Admiralty+tide+tables+%3A+South+Pacific+Ocean+%28including+tidal+stream+tables%29+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=14&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191879%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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10 Hacking For 
Dummies

Author: Kevin Beaver

Description: Hacking For Dummies takes you 
on an easy-to-follow cybersecurity voyage that 
will teach you the essentials of vulnerability 
and penetration testing so that you can find 
the holes in your network before the bad guys 
exploit them.

Location- Samabula [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CETVET

11 Foodie Snob Author: 

Description: Food-lovers will enjoy this fun and 
lighthearted look at their obsession with trendy 
food and restaurants. Food Snob is both be a 
send-up of foodies and an affirmation of certain 
aspects of the foodie way of life. While laughing 
at this satire of the habits, attitudes and lifestyle 
of foodies, foodies will laugh at themselves and 
also get solid advice and tips on the activity they 
love.

Location- Nasese [18 copies], Namaka [18 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

NTPC

12 Occupational 
Therapy with 
Aging Adults: 
Promoting Quality 
of Life through 
Collaborative 
Practice

Editors: Karen Frank Barney ,Margaret A. 
Perkinson

Description: this book covers the entire 
continuum of care for the aging population 
along with special considerations for this rapidly 
growing demographic. This innovative text 
also covers topical issues spanning the areas of 
ethical approaches to treatment; nutrition and 
oral health concerns; pharmacological issues; 
low vision interventions; assistive technology 
supports; and more to ensure readers are well 
versed in every aspect of this key practice area.

Location- Pasifika [23 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

7 Diagnostic Atlas of 
Renal Pathology

Author: Agnes B. Fogo, Michael Kashgarian

Description: An in-depth examination of 
pathophysiology, clinical presentations, and the 
latest evidence-based practices. User-friendly 
format features tables and sidebars with key 
points and differential diagnoses, and chapters 
that include concise, templated discussions 
regarding the etiology and pathogenesis of the 
disorder.

Location- Pasifika [12 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

8 Running Snob Author: Kevin Nelson

Description: A book for runners, marathoners, 
and joggers! Runners will enjoy this fun and 
lighthearted look at running enthusiasts who, 
of course, resemble them in many ways. This is 
both a send-up of runners and an affirmation of 
certain aspects of running life. While laughing 
at this satire of the habits, attitudes, and lifestyle 
of runners, they are laughing at themselves and 
getting solid advice and tips on the activity they 
love.

Location- TCL [25 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

9 Scientific Research 
in Information 
Systems: A 
Beginner’s Guide

Author: Jan Recker

Description: This book introduces higher-
degree research students and early career 
academics to scientific research as occurring in 
the field of information systems and adjacent 
fields, such as computer science, management 
science, organization science, and software 
engineering. Instead of focusing primarily on 
research methods as many other textbooks 
do, it covers the entire research process, from 
start to finish, placing particular emphasis 
on understanding the cognitive and social 
aspects of research, such as motivation, modes 
of inquiry, planning for research, planning for 
publication, and ethical challenges in research. 

Location- Samabula [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CETVET

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Hacking+for+Dummies+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=35&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191880%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1V091C35V3056.116849&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Foodie+snob+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=4&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191797%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=false
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1709154867FGW.116878&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128513~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&source=~!horizon&term=Occupational+therapy+with+aging+adults+%3A+promoting+quality+of+life+through+collaborative+practice+%2F&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128423~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=26&source=~!horizon&term=Diagnostic+atlas+of+renal+pathology+%2F&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170VG5427146C.116865&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Running+snob+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=5&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191884%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=170X9N4035512.79324&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Scientific+research+in+information+systems+%3A+a+beginner%27s+guide+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=32&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191881%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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16 Cyber Security and 
Network Security

Editors: Sabyasachi Pramanik, Debabrata 
Samanta, M. Vinay, Abhijit Guha

Description: This outstanding new volume 
covers all of the latest advances, innovations, 
and developments in practical applications for 
cybersecurity and network security. This team of 
editors represents some of the most well-known 
and respected experts in the area, creating this 
comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the 
issues of the day and state of the art.

Location- Samabula [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CETVET

17 Cyber Security 
Applications for 
Industry 4.0

Editors: R. Sujatha, G. Prakash, Noor Zaman 
Jhanjhi.

Description: The book is primarily aimed at 
industry professionals, academicians, and 
researchers for a better understanding of the 
secure data transition between the industry 4.0 
enabled connected systems and their limitations.

Location- Samabula [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CETVET

18 Research Methods 
for Information 
Systems

Editors: Ronald S. King

Description: This book provides comprehensive 
coverage for a first course in research & statistical 
methods in computing, or it can be used as “on 
the job” self-training for professionals. It shows 
how to apply these methods to the current 
problems faced in a variety of fields, but with 
special emphasis on computer science and 
information systems.

Location- Samabula [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

Supplementary Included

CETVET

13 Textbook of Pediatric 
Rheumatology

Editors: Ross E. Petty , Ronald M. Laxer , Carol B. 
Lindsley , Lucy Wedderburn, James T. Cassidy

Description: This book brings you completely up 
to date with the latest diagnostic perspectives 
and approaches to therapy, the globalization of 
pediatric rheumatology, and current hot topics 
in the field all enhanced by a full-color design 
that facilitates a thorough understanding of the 
science that underlies rheumatic disease.

Location- Pasifika [8 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

14 Molecular Basis of 
Nutrition and Aging

Editors: Marco Malavolta, Eugenio Mocchegiani

Description: Molecular Basis of Nutrition and 
Aging: A Volume in the Molecular Nutrition Series 
focuses on the nutritional issues associated 
with aging and the important metabolic 
consequences of diet, nutrition, and health.

Location- TCL [6 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

15 Cyber Security and 
Digital Forensics

Editors: Mangesh M. Ghonge, Sabyasachi 
Pramanik, Ramchandra Mangrulkar, Dac-
Nhuong Le

Description: This groundbreaking new volume, 
written and edited by a wide range of professionals 
in this area, covers broad technical and socio-
economic perspectives for the utilization of 
information and communication technologies 
and the development of practical solutions in 
cyber security and digital forensics. Not just for 
the professional working in the field, but also for 
the student or academic on the university level, 
this is a must-have for any library.

Location- Samabula [2 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CETVET

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17A9156578I5S.116908&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Cyber+security+and+network+security+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191886%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17A9156578I5S.116908&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Cyber+security+applications+for+industry+4.0+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191887%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17A9156578I5S.116908&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128534~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=4&source=~!horizon&term=Research+methods+for+information+systems+%2F&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17091553DR098.116884&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128420~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=1&source=~!horizon&term=Textbook+of+pediatric+rheumatology+%2F&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17091553DR098.116884&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Molecular+basis+of+nutrition+and+aging+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191883%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1Y091D62060J9.116899&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Cyber+security+and+digital+forensics+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191885%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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